SFI COMPENSATION PLAN
Referral Rewards
SFI’s powerful compensation plan starts with its superb Referral Rewards program.
Get instant rewards of up to 200 Rewardical Tokens (RTs) for each affiliate,
member, or vendor you refer (paid upon an initial $5 sale/purchase). There’s no limit
to how many RTs you can earn. And once you've referred an affiliate, member, or
vendor, they become your customer for life!! Learn more about Rewardicals HERE.
Okay, so you’ve referred a bunch of affiliates, members, and/or vendors! Now the
fun really begins as you gain a multitude of ongoing, monthly income streams,
starting with Direct Commissions:
Direct Commissions (DC)




Earn up to 50% of the Commission Volume (CV)* on all purchases by
your Personally Referred Members (PRMs).
Earn up to 50% of the CV on all purchases by your Personally Sponsored
Affiliates (PSAs).
Earn up to 50% of the CV on all purchases by your Personally Referred
Vendors (PRVs).

Monthly Earnings Example: Your PRM places an order worth $28 in CV. You earn
up to $14 in Direct Commissions (50% of $28).
Note that SFI takes care of all order processing, product shipments, and customer
service at no cost to you, and automatically pays you your Direct Commissions for
every order placed by your referrals each month!
*Commission Volume is the maximum amount of commissions paid out on a given
product/service. Every qualified product for sale on our Zing Network of sites is worth
a given CV amount.
Co-Sponsor Commissions (CSC)


Earn up to 10% of the CV on all purchases by your Co-Sponsored Affiliates
(CSAs).

Monthly Earnings Example: You have 50 CSAs. Their combined orders for the
month are worth a total of $600 in CV. You earn up to $60 in CSCs (10% of $600).
TIP: SFI offers a variety of ways to add dozens of CSAs to your group every month.
Check out the list of ways HERE.
Generation Override Commissions (GOC)
GOC lets you earn lucrative commissions on persons that the affiliates in your group
refer! This is a unique feature of SFI and lets you earn up to 5% CV overrides on up

to a whopping TWELVE generations of affiliates in your genealogy—BOTH on any
personal purchases and on any retail sales they generate!
Monthly Earnings Example: You have 400 non-personally sponsored affiliates
(NSAs) in your group. Their combined orders for the month are worth $3000 in CV.
You earn up to $150 in Generation Override Commissions (5% of $3000).
Rewardical Matches
Our Rewardical Matches program is yet another way to handsomely supplement
your SFI income, allowing you to earn thousands, or even tens of thousands,
additional RT on the activities of your PSAs, PRMs, PRVs, and CSAs.






Earn 1 RT for every 10 RTs earned by your PSAs (Personally Sponsored
Affiliates).
Earn 1 RT for every 10 RTs earned by your PRMs (Personally Referred
Members).
Earn 1 RT for every 10 RTs dished out by your PRVs (Personally Referred
Vendors). Note: Because vendors may be distributing tens of thousands of
Rewardicals monthly to their customers, your PRV Match Rewardical Tokens
can really add up!
Earn 1 RT for every 25 RTs earned by your CSAs (Co-Sponsored Affiliates).

Note: Match RTs are automatically deposited in your account the first day of each
month.
Boatloads of Bonuses
In addition to our lucrative Referral Rewards program, three different types of
commissions, and our Rewardical Matches program, SFI offers our affiliates a
multitude of fantastic, income-boosting bonuses! Is it any wonder SFI is the top
affiliate program in the world?!







Receive up to 30 free bonus TCredits every month!
Receive up to 100 free bonus RT every month!
Receive up to 50 free bonus CSAs every month!
Receive up to 10 shares of free Second Home CSAs every month!
Receive a free monthly “Flexpert” subscription at Flexxity.com!
And more!

But that’s still not all!
In addition to the 15+ great income sources, bonuses, and rewards listed above, all
SFI affiliates have the opportunity to earn thousands of free TCredits and
Rewardicals annually in various SFI contests (including the Daily Grand, Daily
Crown, Leadership Challenge, T-Time, Biz Quiz and Badge Quest), monthly
drawings, nine awesomely fun and rewarding Eager Zebra Games, cool Astro
Auctions, and more.


Learn more about earning free TCredits HERE.



Check out this list for the more than a dozen ways you can collect free RTs
every month.

8 reasons why the SFI comp plan rocks!









Earn from multiple income streams!
Great upfront compensation and long-term residual income potential too!
No limits on how much you can earn!
Get paid in Bitcoin or your country's own currency via our Payoneer™
MasterCard!
Clean, simple, generous, and fair!
No purchase requirements ever!
Start earning immediately by simply referring friends, co-workers, and
neighbors!
With thousands of available products, our Zing Network-powered sites have
something for everyone. This makes marketing products online both fun and
lucrative.

